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A Report on Safe Rider Training Session 

TWO WHEELS, ONE LIFE 

Date:  7th January 2022 

Participants: NSS Volunteers of St. John Technical Campus (SJCHS,SJIPR, SJCEM) 

The NSS Unit of  St. John Technical Campus, in association with United Way Mumbai 

organized an informative session on Safe Riding also known as Two Wheels One Life 

Webinar. The objective of this session was to educate the new generation riders about the basic 

traffic rules and etiquette while riding a two wheeler. 

The speaker Mr. Rohit, Member of United Way Mumbai conducted the session and guided 

all the NSS volunteers. He shared his experience about riding and also explained various rules 

and regulations that one must follow whenever riding a two wheeler. He presented some videos, 

which were self explanatory to the desired topic. The session also had a small test for all the 

NSS Volunteers to check their knowledge on the topic of Two Wheels One Life and their general 

understanding about the basics of riding a two wheeler. Different issues while bike riding were 

discussed in a very interactive way. The issues like riding during the rainy season, proper choice 

of helmets, how to check the grip of the tyres, how to avoid accidents, how to apply brakes and 

what do the signs on the roadside mean were discussed in the webinar. One of the integral parts 

of the session was the Demonstration Part, it was done online itself due to COVID Restrictions. 

There, volunteers were educated about the braking distance, how to sit on a bike, how to overtake 

a vehicle safely, and how to avoid skidding. 

The Webinar was a success as more than 100 volunteers participated. Every volunteer was 

certified for attending the event. NSS Volunteers evaluated the session to be useful and 

knowledge inducing. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1. Speaker Mr Rohit Dalvi educating the volunteers about the signs and symbols 

 

 

 

2. Mr Rohit Dalvi explaining the Mirror setting and the Blind spots during driving 

 



 

 

3. Mr Rohit Dalvi explaining the choice of helmet for riding 

 

 

4. Mr Rohit Dalvi giving tips on how to park a two-wheeler 

 

 

 



 

 

5. NSS Volunteers attending a session on TWO WHEELS, ONE LIFE 
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